Influence of hyperthermia on gamma-ray-induced mutation in V79 cells.
Asynchronously growing V79 cells were assayed for mutation induction following exposure to hyperthermia either immediately before or after being irradiated with 60Co gamma rays. Hyperthermia exposures consisted of either 43.5 degrees C for 30 min or 45 degrees C for 10 min. Each of these heat treatments resulted in a survival level of 42%. For all sequences of combined treatment with hyperthermia and radiation, cell killing by gamma rays was enhanced. Mutation induction by gamma rays was enhanced when heat preceded gamma irradiation, but no increase was observed when heat was given after gamma exposures. Treatment at 45 degrees C for 10 min gave a higher yield in mutants at all gamma doses studied compared to treatment at 43.5 degrees C for 30 min. When heat-treated cells were incubated for different periods before being exposed to gamma rays, thermal enhancement of radiation killing was lost after 24 h. In contrast, only 5-6 h incubation was needed for loss of mutation induction enhancement.